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D-52074 Aachen, Germany
The rare decays of the K meson have had a long tradition as a
laboratory for testing the symmetry properties of the weak interactions,
and the manner in which these symmetries are broken by higher order
eects. Present{day interest is focussed on decays that are suppressed
by CP{symmetry or GIM symmetry. Such decays, in the standard
theory, are sensitive to eects of the virtual top quark, and could also
reveal new interactions transcending the standard model. In addition,
the radiative decays of the K meson have become a useful testing{
ground for eective Lagrangians describing the low energy interactions
of pions, kaons and photons.
This talk is a selective review of some rare K processes. For a more
comprehensive discussion, we refer to the reviews listed in [1].

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1 Charged Current Rarities
An example of a decay that is rare, yet allowed in the lowest order, is the








(Fig. 1a). This is closely analogous








. Conservation of the vector current
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. The latter is not observable as















2, respectively. A possible way to
probe the K
+








Some of the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 1b. An estimate of
this decay would be of interest.
In the second order of weak interactions, it is possible to obtain a

















, combined with the
























































with a helicity structure and pion energy spectrum that is quite











extent that both mechanisms are possible, the e= ratio in S =  Q
transitions will be dierent from that in S = Q decays.
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= (6:8 0:3)  10
 9
: (6)
If one includes the dispersive part of the 2 amplitude, as well as the


























A theoretical estimate of B
disp






form factor. Vector{meson{dominance models [5], similar to those used
for 
0








 0:1 (to be compared with



















 [6], that describes the






[7], yields an even
smaller value of B
disp
.












































































! 2) denotes a residual charm quark contribution,




= 1:4 GeV,  = 200 MeV.
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[10], is only slightly in excess of the unitarity bound (Eq. (6)),






(1   ) appearing in
the short{distance contribution. At present, the uncertainty in the 2
dispersive rate B
disp
limits the ecacy of this decay in providing a



































is possible through a 2 inter-
mediate state (Fig. 2a). The 2{induced amplitude is proportional
to m
l














unsuppressed by a factor m
l





















where the second and third pieces denote amplitudes associated with





express the orders of magnitude of these components, and
underscore the fact that they are, a priori, comparable in size.












































is proportional to m
l
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[14]. The form factor F
1








































































being the dispersive part, estimated in [14] to be 1:5.





























































= 170 GeV. The parameter r, characterising the indirect CP{































) for r = +1( 1). Models with much larger and much smaller
values of r are possible. These estimates suggest that the CP{violating
rate B
CPV
is somewhat higher than the CP{conserving rate B
CPC
. A





to sharpen the estimate of B
CPC
, while a measurement of r is needed to
predict B
CPV








, as well as an




energy asymmetry are given in [14].















































, and (ii) direct photon emission of magnetic dipole







presence of bremsstrahlung andM1 amplitudes implies that the photon






 has a CP{violating circular polarization.










may be viewed as a means of
















































































































being the s{ and p{wave  phase shifts. A
signicant CP{violating asymmetry was found in the {distribution of














































denotes an average p{wave phase ( 10
0
). This analysis was
extended in [20] to include short{distance CP{violation, contained in






. These direct CP{violating
eects were found to be very small (< 10
 3











is predicted to be 3  10
 7
, so that the large



















are dominated by one{photon exchange,
and are principally of interest as tests of the K

vertex. In chiral
pertubation theory, this vertex is calculable in terms of the eective
Lagrangian L
eff
(;K; ), and the matrix element has the form [21]
A(K
+
































= 5:1. The function C
+
(z) is known,
up to an additive constant w
+
. In terms of this constant, the branching


























































) = 3:07  10
 8
.
Renements to the matrix element (20) occur if one takes into ac-







aspect of these corrections is the addition to the matrix element (20)




























The short{distance interaction gives B = f
+
, C = f
 
, where


























Interference with the leading one{photon exchange amplitude (20) gives














j = j2:3Rej; (24)
thus providing a way to determine the parameter .
Another consequence [24] of the short{distance amplitude (22) (which
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v) is that its interference with the dominant
one{photon amplitude (20) (which we write as F
V
u(p=+k=)v) produces a


















in the K rest frame,
and ~p is the 
+
momentum. Such a term can probe the CP -violating
parameter  of the short{distance interaction. Detection of this term,





, a dicult task.
An important challenge for the low energy eective Lagrangian
L
eff









. In chiral pertubation theory, the matrix element is determined
up to an unknown constant w
S
[21]. As discussed in Section 2.2, infor-
mation on this decay mode is important for determining the magnitude



















 is a short{distance dominated reaction, deter-
mined by the box and penguin graphs shown in Fig. 3a. The branching



















































































) = 1:3 10
 10
for  = 0,  = 0:4, with a possible range
(0:5 5)10
 10
for the presently allowed domain of (; ). The present
experimental limit is 5:2  10
 9
(AGS E787) [26] and a sensitivity of
10
 10
=event is within reach.





the diagrams in Fig. 3b, were calculated in [27]. In particular, the
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Z vertex was obtained using current
algebra arguments. It was concluded that these eects are three orders
of magnitude smaller than the short{distance contribution. A more
recent calculation [28], using chiral pertubation theory, has found a






Finally, an example of a short{distance dominated process, which is at










































[32]), this reaction is an interesting example of a process
that directly measures the CP{violating paramter , with essentially
no hadronic uncertainties.
4 Radiative Decays




































 etc. are a source of abundant grist for models, such as
chiral pertubation theory [33], that attempt to describe the low energy
interactions of pions, kaons and photons. The interplay of chiral sym-
metry, CP{symmetry and gauge invariance, combined with the weak
nonleptonic I = 1=2 rule, produces interesting patterns and hierar-































have J = 0 (since that would amount to a 0! 0 radiative transition).
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pair cannot have J = 1 (since such
a state would not be symmetric under exchange of the two 
0
's). It




state has at least two units of angular momentum,
and the associated photon corresponds to quadrupole radiation [34].






















































































A qualitative estimate of the decay rates may be obtained by making































































)  1:7  10
 11
: (32)


















, with a virtual photon, is possible in order p
4
. It follows













































! 2) = 2:4  10
 6
[36]
it is interesting to ask what one expects for the decays K
L;S
! 3 [37].
First of all, it should be noted that both K
L
! 3 and K
S
! 3 are
possible without violating CP or any other general symmetry principle.
10
Gauge invariance dictates that no pair of photons in these channels can
have J = 0, while Bose statistics forbids any pair from having J = 1
(Yang's theorem). It follows that every pair of photons in these decays
must have at least two units of angular momentum. A simple model
that relates the decays K
L;S







 discussed above yields [37]
B(K
L





! 3) = 5 10
 21
: (33)
Thus the 3 decay mode is suppressed relative to the 2 mode by 15
orders of magnitude { a remarkable reminder of the power of Bose
statistics in this year of the Bose centenary!
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Figure Captions














































Fig. 3. (a) Short{distance diagrams relevant to the interaction s

d! .
(b) Long{range contributions to the decay K
+
! 
+
.
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